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Several modern optical coating designs tools are discussed in the frame of a new design paradigm
proposing the search not for a formally optimal solution with the lowest possible merit function value
but for the most practical solution that takes into account additional feasibility demands. Considered
design tools include a stochastic optimization procedure that takes into account upper and lower con-
straints for layer optical thicknesses. This procedure allows one to obtain multiple solutions to a design
problem, which presents additional opportunities for choosing a practically optimal design. Two special
design techniques involving integer optimization also take into account additional demands. The first one
is aimed at designing multicavity narrow bandpass filters with quarter wave or multiple quarter wave
layer optical thicknesses. It enables obtaining bandpass filters with extremely steep transmittance
slopes, bandwidths of several tens of nanometers, and very small ripples in transmission zones. The
second technique is aimed at covering design problems that have been traditionally solved using
the theory of equivalent layers. One more technique considered in this paper is aimed at reducing the
influence of noncorrelated thickness errors on design spectral characteristics. © 2012 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: 310.4165, 310.5696, 310.6805.

1. Introduction

The history of computer-aided tools for optical coat-
ings design can be traced back more than half a cen-
tury, and its first decades can be found in several
texts on thin film optics [1–6]. The most noticeable
trends in the development of design tools during the
first part of this period were attempts to find a gen-
eral purpose design approach that was capable of
solving design problems of very different types
and implementations of various mathematical opti-
mization routines for computational designing of
optical coatings. These trends were recognized by
Dobrowolski, who proposed subdivision of optical
coating design tools into synthesis and refinement
design techniques [7].

Before the end of the 1980s, an amazingly wide cir-
cle of design problems was addressed by the design
approach based on the equivalent layers theory. To a
great extent the success of this approach should be
attributed to Thelen, who summarized specific de-
tails of its implementation and a great number of
designs for practically all known applications in his
book, published in 1988 [2]. A wide range of applica-
tions was addressed also by the Fourier transform
syntheses method [8–15]. In parallel with the devel-
opment of synthesis techniques, experience in
implementing various refinement techniques was
accumulated [16], and these techniques were imple-
mented within various synthesis methods [17].
Nowadays all modern synthesis methods incorporate
one or more mathematical local optimization rou-
tines as their integral parts [18].

A demand for a general purpose synthesis method
was amain motivation for the invention of the needle
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optimization technique [19]. Because of physically
sensible basic concepts and an accurate mathemati-
cal formalism of their implementation, this techni-
que was found to be an effective tool for solving
design problems of any complexity [20,21]. The most
powerful gradual evolution version of the needle op-
timization technique [21] is based on the recognition
of a key role of design total optical thickness. The
importance of this parameter was underlined by
Dobrowolski in several publications. In [22] he men-
tioned that “a certain minimum overall optical thick-
ness is required for a solution to a given problem no
matter what design method is employed.” Eleven
years later he wrote that solutions to problems with
several diverse types of quantities of interest require,
as a rule, systems with large overall thickness [7].
Nevertheless a key role of design total optical thick-
ness was entirely recognized only recently. As a re-
sult, the concept of three main design parameters,
namely merit function value MF, number of design
layers N, and design total optical thickness TOT,
was introduced [23].

The gradual evolution version of the needle optimi-
zation technique is the only design technique that in
a quite natural and physically sensible way con-
structs a set of designs with decreasing MF values
and increasing N and TOT values. This technique
enables one to obtain designs with extremely low
merit function values [21]. However such designs are
not necessarily the best designs because they may be
unreasonably complex for a practical implementa-
tion [24]. As a result of successful application of gra-
dual evolution technique to various design problems,
a new paradigm in optical coating design has been
formulated [25]. On the contrary, with searching
for a formally optimal design with the lowest possible
merit function value, this paradigm proposes for one
to find a practically optimal design with the most
reasonable combination of all design parameters. It
is impossible to formalize the concept of a practically
optimal design because its choice depends on too
many factors. Nevertheless, main quantitative fac-
tors and basic considerations that should be taken
into account can be outlined. First of all, instead of
a merit function value as a single parameter charac-
terizing a quality of the design, one should consider
the three main design parameters listed above, i.e.,
MF, N, and TOT. Selection of a practically optimal
design starts with the choice of their reasonable com-
binations. It is then necessary to take into account
various practical considerations, including potential-
ities of available production and monitoring equip-
ment, estimations of production costs, additional
application demands, etc.

The new paradigm has been implicitly applied by
many researchers whose publications help to recog-
nize its importance. An excellent example is the de-
sign of antireflection (AR) hard coatings for plastic
substrates [26–28]. The AR hard designs take into
account an additional demand of coating hardness
that, for such designs, corresponds to the hardness

of single SiO2 layers [26]. They are structurally dif-
ferent from standard “optimal” AR designs [24] and
consist of many thin high-index layers spaced by
much thicker low-index SiO2 layers.

Another example is a three-component broadband
normal incidence AR coating proposed in [29].
According to the maximum principle, in thin film op-
tics [30] at the normal light incidence the lowest MF
values are achieved by the two-component designs
with the maximum and minimum values of layer
refractive indices. In [29], a formally optimal two-
component AR design was compared with a three-
component design derived by a special reduction
procedure from an “optimal” 14-layer two-component
design. Based on multiple computational manufac-
turing experiments with different types of simulated
production errors, it was clearly demonstrated that
a practically optimal design is the three-component
one.

Choosing a practically optimal design from a series
of theoretical designs with the help of computational
manufacturing experiments becomes a common ap-
proach [29, 31–35]. In this paper we do not discuss
specific details of this approach but concentrate our
attention on new developments in design techniques
that extend researchers opportunities in construct-
ing a series of designs for a subsequent choice of the
most practical one. In [7], Dobrowolski indicated that
it is desirable to have access to various thin film
synthesis methods because different methods can
provide different designs, and depending on the
available equipment and deposition process, one de-
sign may be easier to produce than another. That is
why new developments in design techniques are still
important and are entirely consistent with the new
design paradigm. In Section 2 we discuss the design
approach that allows one to take into account lower
and upper constraints for layer thicknesses. In
Section 3 specific design techniques involving integer
optimization are discussed. These techniques can be
used for designing some types of filters with addi-
tional feasibility demands to their parameters. In
Section 4 the design approach aimed at reducing
the influence of noncorrelated thickness errors is pre-
sented. Final conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. Design Approach Taking into Account Lower and
Upper Constraints for Layer Thicknesses

Taking into account layer thickness constraints can
be an important additional demand for choosing a
practically optimal design. There may be practically
proved lower limits for physical layer thicknesses
for conventional deposition processes [29]. Such
limits are always present in design problems for
extreme-ultraviolet and x-ray applications where
coating layer thicknesses are already small and it is
practically impossible to deposit layers thinner than
several atomic layers. Lower thickness limits can be
applied in connection with monitoring strategies
used for coating production. For example active
monochromatic monitoring strategies involving
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corrections of termination levels require that at least
one monitoring signal extremum is registered during
a layer deposition [36–39]. This is possible only if a
monitored layer is thick enough.

The exceptional importance of a coating total
optical thickness has already been underlined sev-
eral times. Nevertheless it may be desirable to apply
upper limits for thicknesses of individual layers.
For example, with a large film thickness, essential
changes of film structure can take place [6]. Upper
constraints for individual layer thicknesses may also
help to avoid unreasonably high total optical thick-
ness values.

Below we assume that lower and upper constraints
are applied to all layer thicknesses. To describe the
design approach taking into account these con-
straints, we consider two design problems. The first
one is designing a three-line filter with narrow trans-
mission zones near 450, 510, and 650 nm. The widths
of these zones should be close to 10 nm, and there
should be steep transmittance slopes between trans-
mission and rejection zones. Target transmittance
for this filter is specified as 100% in the spectral
zones 445–455 nm, 505–515 nm, 635–645 nm with
1 nmwavelength step and as 0% in the spectral zones
400–440 nm, 460–500 nm, 520–630 nm, 650–700 nm,
also with 1 nm wavelength step. The second problem
is designing a hot mirror with target transmittance
of 100% in the 400–690 nm zone and target transmit-
tance of 0% in the 710–1200 nm zone. The wave-
length step for target specification is 2 nm in both
zones. For both design problems we assume that low-
er and upper constraints for layer optical thicknesses
are 100 and 350 nm, substrate refractive index is
1.52, incident medium is air, and high and low refrac-
tive indices are 2.35 and 1.45. Merit functions for
the design problems are specified in a standard
way [21] as

MF �
8<
:
1
L

XL
j�1

�
T�λj� − T̂�λj�

ΔTj

�29=
;

1∕2

; �1�

where the summation is performed over the specified
wavelength grid, L is the total number of wavelength
grid points, T�λ� is the design transmittance, T̂�λ� is
the target transmittance, andΔTj are transmittance
tolerances. It should be noted that other forms of the
merit function representation can also be used. For
example, instead of a wavelength grid with evenly
distributed wavelength points it is possible to use
a spectral grid with equidistant wavenumber points.
However, a specific form of the wavelength grid is not
essential for our further considerations, and in the
following text we consider merit functions of the
above discussed type.

Below we assume 1% tolerances. With such toler-
ance values the merit function represents a root
mean square deviation of the design transmittance
from the target transmittance in percentage.

The design process starts with the application of
the gradual evolution version of the needle optimiza-
tion technique [21]. A set of designs constructed by
the gradual evolution design procedure is used for es-
timating a complexity of design required for achiev-
ing a desired merit function value. It is reasonable to
start this procedure just from a boundary between
incident medium and substrate, i.e., with no starting
design at all. Figure 1 illustrates several intermedi-
ate steps of designing of the three-line filter. It pre-
sents MF and N values for the 50 designs with TOT
values between 6000 and 12,000 nm. As expected, in
general MF values decrease and N values increase
with growing TOT values.

As an illustration, spectral transmittance and
layer optical thicknesses of one of the designs ob-
tained by the gradual evolution procedure are
shown in Fig. 2. Its main design parameters are
MF � 0.191, N � 75, and TOT � 9687.5 nm. This
design has excellent spectral properties (see the left
part of Fig. 2). However, 15 design layers have
optical thicknesses below 100 nm. Other designs con-
structed by the gradual evolution procedure also
have layers thinner than 100 nm.

There are special procedures that allow one to ex-
clude thin design layers and to decrease the total
number of layers at the expense of merit function in-
crease [21,23]. However, it may be difficult to fulfill
thickness constraints requirements for all layers,
especially if they are tough, as in the considered ex-
amples. For this reason, at the next step we apply a
specially adopted stochastic optimization procedure
that directly takes into account thickness con-
straints. This procedure performs multiple optimiza-
tions of designs with a fixed number of design layers
in a bounded thickness domain specified by the ap-
plied constraints. Results of the gradual evolution
procedure are used to set the number of design layers
and to generate thicknesses of random starting
designs.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Main parameters (N, MF, TOT) of the 50
intermediate three-line filter designs obtained by the gradual
evolution procedure.
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There is one more reason for application of the
stochastic design procedure. It was already demon-
strated that many design problems have multiple
solutions with close combinations of three main de-
sign parameters: MF, N, and TOT [21]. Obviously
constructing multiple solutions presents additional
opportunities for choosing a practically optimal de-
sign. The proposed stochastic design procedure is
aimed at obtaining such solutions.

Results of the gradual evolution procedure enable
one to estimate total optical thickness values re-
quired for achieving sufficiently low merit function
values. According to Fig. 1, merit function values of
0.2–0.4 can be achieved with design total optical
thickness values of around 9000 nm. We shall take
this value as an estimation for TOT. For TOT values
in the range 9000� 300 nm, numbers of design
layers in Fig. 1 are between 62 and 72. Because N
values can be usually decreased at the expense of
some MF increase, for the stochastic optimization
we shall fix the number of design layers at N � 51.
Stochastic optimizations are performed with a large
number of randomly generated starting designs that
layer optical thicknesses are random values with the
mathematical expectation of 175 nm. Thus the math-
ematical expectation of TOT values of 51-layer
random starting designs is close to the estimated
TOT value of 9000 nm.

Local optimizations of random starting designs
can be performed using various local optimization
routines, but to achieve the best possible perfor-
mance one should apply analytical expressions for
calculating merit function gradients and Hesse
matrices [40]. Such local optimization methods as
damped least squares (DLS), Newton method, quasi-
Newton DLS, and sequential quadratic program-
ming (SQP) [41] have been found especially efficient
for constrained local optimizations in a bounded
layer thickness domain. Unfortunately, as mentioned
by Dobrowolski [7], there is no universal local
optimization method providing the best possible
convergence in all situations, and it is advisable to
try various methods. In the considered case of a
three-line filter, the SQP method is especially effi-
cient. A local optimization of one 51-layer random

starting design takes less than 1 s on a PC with
3 GHz dual-core processor. Because of this fact, thou-
sands of stochastic optimizations can be performed in
a reasonable time.

The goal of stochastic optimizations is to find a ser-
ies of deep local minima in the bounded domain spe-
cified by thickness constraints (a series of solutions
to design problem). To accelerate a search for such
minima, the following iterative stochastic optimiza-
tion procedure is useful. First M0 local optimizations
with random starting designs from a bounded thick-
ness domain specified by thickness constraints are
generated. Mathematical expectations for individual
layer thicknesses of these random designs are
TOT∕N, where TOT and N are chosen as discussed
above. Designs obtained by local optimizations are
collected and ordered in accordance with the
achieved merit function values. Let X0 be a vector
of design layer optical thicknesses andMF0 be a mer-
it function value of the best collected design. When
the first series of local optimizations is finished, the
next series of M1 optimizations is performed. Start-
ing designs for this series are generated around X0
using a generator of normally distributed values so
that mathematical expectations of layer optical
thicknesses are equal to respective coordinates of
vector X0 and their standard deviations are propor-
tional to these coordinates with a coefficient of pro-
portionality σ. When the second series is finished,
the best achieved merit function value MF1 is com-
pared withMF0, and if it is less thanMF0, the vector
X0 is replaced by the new vector X1, providing so far
the best MF value. The process is repeated in the
same wayK times, whereK is a parameter of the dis-
cussed stochastic procedure. The final design is a de-
sign with the lowest merit function value found at all
steps of the iterative procedure. When this procedure
is finished, it may be started again and a new solu-
tion to a design problem can be obtained. The exis-
tence of multiple solutions is demonstrated below
using the two design problems formulated at the
beginning of this section.

For designing the three-line filter, the parameter
M0 was taken equal to 3000, the number of iterations
K was 6, M1;…;MK values were 1000, and σ was
taken equal to 3% for all iterations. The iterative
stochastic optimization procedure was performed
several times and always new solutions to the consid-
ered design problem were obtained. The main design
parameters corresponding to 10 solutions are pre-
sented in Table 1. One can see that TOT values of
these solutions are between 9202.9 and 9665.9 nm,
i.e., they differ for no more than 5%. Achieved MF
values are between 0.464 and 0.599. They are higher
than the MF value of the 75-layer design with the
transmittance shown in Fig. 2, but this is not sur-
prising because, first of all, new designs have much
smaller numbers of layers (N � 51) and also because
there are additional thickness constraints applied to
these designs. Nevertheless all obtained designs
have excellent spectral properties and if plotted their
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Spectral transmittance (left) and layer op-
tical thicknesses (right) of the three-line filter design withN � 75,
MF � 0.191, TOT � 9687.5 nm obtained by the gradual evolution
procedure.
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transmittances will be practically nondistinguish-
able from that shown in the left part of Fig. 2.

Figure 3 presents layer optical thicknesses of the
obtained designs. One can see that all designs are
structurally different. In fact even more designs with
N � 51,MF, and TOT values close to those indicated
in Table 1 can be obtained. For the considered pro-
blem an existence of a large number of solutions with
close combinations of three main design parameters
has a physical explanation. In the case of single line
narrow bandpass filters, an existence of multiple
solutions has been demonstrated and physically

explained in [42]. It was shown that all such filters
are resonance multilayer structures with several re-
sonance cavities. Narrow bandpass filter designs
with close spectral properties may be structurally
different because analogous spectral properties can
be achieved by simultaneous variations of numbers
of reflecting layers and orders of spacer layers [42].
Three line bandpass filters are also resonance struc-
tures that can be easily checked by plotting electric
field distributions at transmission lines wavelengths
of 450, 510, and 650 nm. A variety of solutions ob-
served in Fig. 3 is connected with a variety of ways
in which coating layers may form resonance cavities
and surrounding groups of reflecting layers.

As mentioned in the Section 1, in this paper we do
not discuss modern approaches for choosing a prac-
tically optimal design from a variety of possible
theoretical designs. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile
to present some estimations demonstrating that de-
signs with close parameters may have different fea-
sibility properties. The most important effect that
may prevent a successful application of direct broad-
band monitoring for optical coating production is a
cumulative effect of thickness errors [43,44]. In [43],
formulas for a preproduction estimation of this effect
were derived. Figure 4 presents estimations of ex-
pected thickness errors for the Designs 2 and 3 from
Table 1, where parameters are especially close. It is
assumed that direct broadband monitoring measure-
ments are performed in the spectral range from 400
to 900 nm with 1 nm wavelength step and with 0.5%
random noise in transmittance measurement data. A
cumulative effect of thickness errors is clearly ob-
served for both designs. But for the last 20 layers
it is much stronger in the case of Design 3. This sug-
gests that Design 2 is more attractive from a practi-
cal point of view. However, for a more detailed
comparison of feasibility properties of the obtained
designs, one should perform a series of computa-
tional manufacturing experiments simulating a real
production environment.

Table 1. Merit FunctionMF and Total Optical Thickness
TOT Values of the 51-Layer Three-Line Filter Designs

Design MF TOT

1 0.526 9212.7
2 0.524 9363.9
3 0.516 9409.7
4 0.479 9422.8
5 0.571 9202.9
6 0.599 9391.2
7 0.570 9665.9
8 0.464 9371.8
9 0.524 9226.7
10 0.496 9382.7
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Layer optical thicknesses of the 10 three-
line filter designs with N � 51, MF and TOT values indicated
in Table 1.
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rors for the Designs 2 and 3 from Table 1 in the case of broadband
monitoring in the 400–900 nm spectral range with 0.5% random
noise in transmittance measurement data.
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The iterative stochastic optimization procedure
with the same parameters as above was applied to
designing of hot mirrors with target specifications
indicated at the beginning of this section. Several de-
signs of such mirrors with excellent spectral proper-
ties were presented in [21]. But all these designs had
several thin layers with optical thicknesses of about
20–30 nm. It turns out that using nonconstrained
optimization techniques, it is difficult to obtain hot
mirror designs without such thin layers. Thus, for
avoiding thin layers, constrained optimization tech-
niques may be required.

Based on the results of [21], the number of layers
for the stochastic optimization procedure was chosen
equal to 40. As before, this procedure was performed
several times but on the contrary with designing of
the three-line filter it was usually converging to
one of the two designs (Design A or Design B) with
optical thicknesses presented in Fig. 5. For these de-
signs their TOT values and achieved MF values are
very close. They are indicated in the caption of Fig. 5.
The transmittance of the Design A is presented in
Fig. 6. The transmittance of the Design B is not
plotted because it is nearly the same as that in Fig. 6.

Based on a steady convergence of the stochastic op-
timization procedure to one of the two designs
depicted in Fig. 5, it is possible to conclude that for
the chosen number of design layers and in the thick-
ness domain specified by the applied constraints
there are only two structurally different hot mirror
designs that should be considered as candidates
for choosing a practically optimal design. It should
be noted that not necessarily a design with the lowest
MF value will be the best one for a practical imple-
mentation. This is demonstrated by Fig. 7 presenting
preproduction estimations of thickness errors for the
designs from Fig. 5 in the case of direct broadband
monitoring measurements with the same parame-
ters as above. A cumulative effect of thickness errors
is much less in the case of Design B which MF value
is higher than MF value of the Design A.

3. Design Techniques Involving Integer Optimization

Specific design problems may require applications of
special design techniques involving integer optimiza-
tion. The most important example of such problems
is designing of multicavity narrow bandpass filters,

in particular filters for wavelength-division multi-
plexing (WDM) applications. The needle optimiza-
tion technique allows designing of filters with
excellent spectral properties, but these filters have
layers with nonquarter wave optical thicknesses. At
the same time, a special technique from [42] is aimed
at designing of multicavity filters with quarter wave
layer optical thicknesses, which allows one to explore
an error self-compensation effect associated with
turning point optical monitoring of production of fil-
ters with such layer thicknesses [45]. It was recently
demonstrated [46] that this technique can be effec-
tively used for designing of filters with steep trans-
mittance slopes in visible spectral range. In the first
part of this section we discuss the most recent mod-
ifications of the integer optimization technique ori-
ginally proposed in [42].

Designing a narrow bandpass filter starts with
specifications of its central wavelength, bandwidth of
the transmission zone (for example, bandwidth at
the −0.5 dB attenuation level), and bandwidth at the
rejection level (for example, bandwidth at the −30 dB
attenuation level). The ratio of specified bandwidth
values is called a shape factor. This factor defines
a steepness of transmittance slopes in the transition
zones between transmission and rejection levels.
Based on input data, the minimum number of filter
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Layer optical thicknesses of the two hot mirror designs withN � 40 andMF � 0.865, TOT � 9046.1 nm (Design A)
and MF � 0.913, TOT � 9062.3 nm (Design B).
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N � 40, MF � 0.865, TOT � 9046.1 nm (Design A).
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cavities that are required to achieve a specified
steepness is determined [42].

Let the number of filter cavities be equal to q.
A general schematic of a narrow bandpass filter with
q cavities can be presented as

M1S1M2S2M3…SqMq�1; (2)

where S1;…; Sq denote spacer layers forming filter
cavities and M1;…;Mq�1 denote sequences of layers
forming reflectors at both sides of spacer layers. In
[42] quarter wave mirrors were considered as such
reflectors.

Optical thicknesses of spacer layers are equal to
sλ0∕2, where λ0 is the filter’s central wavelength
and s is the order of the spacer layer. Denote s1;…; sq
the orders of spacer layers, andm1;…;mq�1 the num-
bers of layers of M1;…;Mq�1 mirrors. Integer para-
meters sj, mj are design parameters of the method of
[42]. The design procedure starts with the specifica-
tion of one of the possible filter prototypes that
corresponds to the specification of starting values for
the integer parameters sj, mj. After this, a specially
adopted integer optimization procedure is applied
and optimal values of these parameters are found.
In the case of 3–5 filter cavities excellent results
are obtained in fractions of a second.

With growing number of filter cavities, the number
of variable integer parameters is growing, and it
becomes more difficult to achieve a high flatness of
spectral transmittance in the transmission zone,
especially if this zone is wide. The modifications con-
sidered below extend designers’ opportunities in con-
structing bandpass filters with extremely steep
transmittance slopes, bandwidths of several tens of
nanometers, and very small ripples in transmission
zones. They are based on fundamental principles de-
fining spectral properties of multicavity resonance
structures. These principles were first investigated
by the theory of microwave filters and then were suc-
cessfully applied to designing of various types of thin
film optical filters [6].

From a physical point of view, a spectral transmit-
tance of a multicavity filter is defined by phase
properties of filter cavities and reflectivities of mir-
rors surrounding these cavities (spacer layers).
Reflectivities of mirrors depend on parameters mj.

Phase properties of filter cavities are connected
with parameters sj as well as with phase shifts on
reflections from surrounding mirrors. Consider one
of the cavities. Its resonance properties are specified
by the phase retardance

φ�λ� � φl�λ� � φr�λ� − 2πsλ0∕λ; (3)

where s is a spacer order and φl�λ� and φr�λ� are
phase shifts on reflections from the left and right
mirrors surrounding the spacer layer.

In the vicinity of a filter central wavelength, spec-
tral dependencies of phase shifts on reflection are
almost linear functions, but a steepness of each de-
pendence is tightly connected with amirror structure
[47]. For example, mirrors with high index outer
layers have fewer steep phase shift dependencies
than mirrors with low index outer layers. A spectral
dependence of filter transmittance in the transition
zone depends on the combination of all phase shift
dependencies inside this zone. The modifications of
the design technique from [42] are based on the re-
cognition of this fact. Additional flexibility of the
design procedure is achieved due to using more com-
plicated mirrors as compared to standard quarter
wave mirrors considered before, as well as to appli-
cation of additional thin film materials.

Consider as an example phase properties of three
21-layer quarter wave mirrors with different outer
layers. The first mirror is a standard quarter wave
mirror with high index outer layer. Suppose the mir-
ror central wavelength is 500 nm and that H and L
index layers have refractive indices 2.35 and 1.45, re-
spectively. The phase shift on reflection for this mir-
ror is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 8. The dashed
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Preproduction estimation of thickness er-
rors for the two hot mirror designs depicted in Fig. 5 in the case
of broadband monitoring in the 400–900 nm spectral range with
0.5% random noise in transmittance measurement data.
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curve in this figure shows phase shift on reflection for
the mirror with the outer H layer replaced by the
layer with three quarter wave optical thickness
(3H layer), and the dotted curve shows phase shift
on reflection for the mirror with the outer H layer
replaced by the quarter wave layer with a lower re-
fractive index of 2.05 (A layer). Using such modified
mirrors instead of standard quarter wave mirrors ex-
tends opportunities for adjusting filter transmit-
tance to the target one.

Using mirrors with 3H and 3L layers is not limited
only to modifications of outer mirror layers. Such
layers can also replace internal H and L layers. This
allows varying phase shift steepness in a more gra-
dual way. It is also possible to replaceH and Lmirror
layers with A and 3A layers, where A stands for the
quarter wave layer of additional thin film material.
In a more general case, it is possible to consider not
one but more additional thin film materials. Even
more opportunities for optimizing a filter perfor-
mance are provided by using composite spacer layers
or spacer layers with additional thin film materials.
For example, instead of using a 4H spacer layer, it is
possible to consider a 2H2L composite spacer layer or
a 4A spacer layer. Such substitutions vary reflectiv-
ities of mirrors surrounding filter cavities and as a
consequence vary filters’ performance. It should be
noted that advantages of using composite filter cav-
ities in narrow bandpass filter designs were shown
more than two decades ago in [48].

The design procedure starts with specifying a filter
prototype, as described in [42]. After this, the integer
optimization procedure optimizes the numbers of
mirror layers mj and orders of spacer layers sj. As
soon as the integer optimization procedure is not im-
proving filter performance any more, it is possible to
expand a search performed by this procedure by add-
ing one or more options discussed above. Different
opportunities provided by these options are tested
by the trial and error method, and integer optimiza-
tions are applied again and again. By combining
different options, different filter designs can be ob-
tained. Thus, multiple solutions to design problem
can be obtained by specifying different numbers of
filter cavities, by using different filter prototypes,
and by applying different options discussed above.

As an example, illustrating the introduced modifi-
cations of the method from [42], we consider design-
ing a bandpass filter with the central wavelength of
500 nm and the bandwidth of about 40 nm at the 50%
transmittance level. For this filter we specify the
bandwidth of the transmission zone at the −0.5 dB
attenuation level as 36 nm and the bandwidth at
the −30 dB attenuation level as 48 nm. We consider
materials with refractive indices 2.35 and 1.45 as
high index and low index materials (H and L mate-
rials) and material with refractive index 2.05 as an
additional material (A material). The substrate
has refractive index 1.52.

The ratio of specified bandwidth values (shape
factor) is equal to 4∕3. To achieve this shape factor

with the specified H and L materials at least seven
filter cavities are required. (The estimation of re-
quired number of filter cavities is discussed in detail
in [42].) In Figs. 9 and 10, we present only two filter
designs with the numbers of cavities equal to 9. In
fact many more designs with numbers of cavities
equal to 7, 8, 9 and so on and with spectral perfor-
mances close to those shown in Figs. 9 and 10 can
be obtained.

The design with layer optical thicknesses shown in
the right part of Fig. 9 demonstrates an application of
mirrors with 3H and 3L layers. Filter cavities are
formed by layers with the numbers 2, 6, 12, 19, 25,
31, 38, 44, 48. Layers with the numbers 3 and 47 are
3H layers and layers with the numbers 8 and 42 are
3L layers. The last two design layers are nonquarter
wave layers, which are connected with adding of AR
layers at the top of a filter design constructed by the
integer optimization procedure.

The design with layer optical thicknesses shown in
the right part of Fig. 10 uses layers of additional thin
film material. Its cavities are formed by layers with
the numbers 3, 9, 17, 24, 30, 36, 43, 51, 57, four of
them being A material spacer layers. There are also
four A material mirror layers (layers number 1, 15,
45, 59). As before, the last two design layers are non-
quarter wave layers providing AR properties in the
filter transmission zone.

It should be noted that design opportunities pre-
sented by using additional filter materials and three
quarter wave mirror layers were intensively used by
Baumeister in a series of works devoted to designing
of WDM filters and multicavity bandpass filters for
visible band [49–51]. A principal difference of the
considered design technique from the approach pre-
sented in these works is that there is no necessity to
start designing with constructing of a microwave fil-
ter prototype, which is a key element of Baumeister’s
approach. Instead of this the integer optimization
procedure directly fits a target filter performance
by varying mirrors and spacer layers optimization
parameters.

In Section 1, we mentioned an amazing success
of the design approach based on the theory of equiva-
lent layers. Analyzing a variety of designs presented
in the book written by Thelen [2], one can conclude
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Spectral transmittance of the nine-cavity
two-material bandpass filter (left) and layer optical thicknesses
of this filter (right).
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that from a formal point of view the design approach
optimizes a series of continuous parameters provid-
ing a proper adjustment of equivalent indices of
groups of layers and a series of integer parameters
specifying lengths of sequences of these groups of
layers. In other words, one can consider results
obtained by this design approach as results of opti-
mization of a design formula with respect to continu-
ously varying parameters and parameters that may
take only integer values.

Designing of coatings using the theory of equiva-
lent layers requires not only a deep knowledge of this
theory but also an acquaintance with many other
theoretical results and tricks [2]. At the same time
an outstanding power of modern computers enables
developing of design techniques based on a direct op-
timization of design formula representation. Such
optimization is performed with respect to continu-
ously varying parameters and with respect to integer
parameters included in a design formula. Below we
consider two examples of a direct optimization of
design formula.

The first example is designing of a multilayer mir-
ror with the suppressed second high reflection zone.
The high reflection zone for this mirror is 920–
1100 nm and the high transmission region extends
from 250 to 870 nm. Standard quarter wave mirrors
covering the requested high reflection zone have sec-
ond high reflection zones at the short wavelength
part of the specified high transmission region. Ori-
ginally, problems of the considered type were solved
using rugate filter designs [52–54]. The so-called di-
gital representations of rugate designs by sequences
of a great number of very thin low and high index
layers is also possible [55]. It was then shown that
all such problems can be successfully solved by the
needle optimization technique, and two-component
multilayer designs featuring rugate filters properties
can be obtained [21,56,57]. Alternatively a special
design technique for designing of quasirugate filters
can be also applied [57]. Such filters do not have thin
layers at the expense of using layers with intermedi-
ate refractive index values [57].

According to the maximum principle, in thin film
optics in the case of normal light incidence the best
approximations of requested target dependencies are

provided by two-component multilayer designs [30].
In the left part of Fig. 11 the spectral transmittance
of such a 68-layer filter obtained by the needle opti-
mization technique is depicted. Layer optical thick-
nesses of this filter are shown in the right part of
Fig. 11. Layer materials with refractive indices 2.35
and 1.45 are used for designing. The substrate refrac-
tive index is 1.52. The design total optical thickness
is equal to 5470.2 nm. Increasing this thickness one
can obtain better and better results.

Layer optical thicknesses of the design in Fig. 11
form a quasiperiodic structure with three-layer com-
binations resembling layer combinations of the
equivalent layers theory. One can check that optical
thicknesses of these combinations of high index–low
index–high index and low index–high index–low in-
dex layers are close to 250 nm, i.e., they are close to a
quarter of the central wavelength of the requested
high reflection zone. Using design formula optimiza-
tion we can obtain designs that have identical groups
of layers. Of course this can be achieved only due to a
somewhat worse approximation of the target spec-
tral dependence as compared to that shown in the
left part of Fig. 11.

The following formula was chosen for a direct op-
timization of its parameters:

c1Hc2Lc3H�a1La2Ha1La1Ha2La1H�m
× a1La2Ha1Ld1Hd2L: (4)

The parameters a1, a2, c1, c2, c3, d1, d2 of this for-
mula are continuously varying parameters, and the
parameterm is an integer parameter. In the course of
optimization, continuously varying parameters are
allowed to vary in the range from 0.01 to 0.50 while
the integer parameter can take any integer value be-
tween 5 and 25. Control wavelength for H and L
quarter wave layer optical thicknesses is taken equal
to 1000 nm. In order to provide quarter wave optical
thicknesses of three-layer combinations, the para-
meter a2 is tightly bounded to the parameter a1 by
the equation

a2 � 1 − 2a1: (5)
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Fig. 10. (Color online) Spectral transmittance of the nine-cavity
three-material bandpass filter (left) and layer optical thicknesses
of this filter (right).
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Spectral transmittance of the 68-layer two-
material filter obtained by the needle optimization procedure (left)
and layer optical thicknesses of this filter (right).
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The following values of optimized parameters were
found by the optimization procedure:

m� 10; a1 � 0.109; c1 � 0.060; c2 � 0.186;

c3 � 0.176; d1 � 0.138; d2 � 0.399: (6)

Layer optical thicknesses of the obtained design
are shown in the right part of Fig. 12, and its spectral
transmittance is presented in the left part of this
figure. It is worth noting that the refinement of
the obtained design without constraints applied by
Eq. (4) gives exactly the same design as depicted
in Fig. 11.

The next example of a direct formula optimization
is designing a wide band high reflecting coating. The
target reflectance of 100% is set in the spectral region
from 400 to 900 nm with a 0.5 nm wavelength step.
Refractive indices of H and L materials and sub-
strate refractive index are the same as before. The
following formula describes the designed high re-
flecting coating:

c1Hd1L�a1Hb1L�m1c2Hd2L�a2Hb2L�m2

× c3Hd3L�a3Hb3L�m3c4H: (7)

In Eq. (7), m1, m2, m3 are integer variables speci-
fying numbers of pairs of high and low refractive in-
dex layers in respective brackets. Lower and upper
limits for all mj are set as 5 and 14, respectively.
All other parameters are continuously varying para-
meters with the lower constraints for aj, bj equal to
0.8 and lower constraints for cj, dj equal to 0. Upper
constraints for all these parameters are taken equal
to 2. Control wavelength for specifying quarter wave
layer optical thicknesses is 500 nm.

The considered design problem has multiple solu-
tions that can be obtained by applying different ad-
ditional constraints to optimized parameters in
Eq. (7). Table 2 presents parameters of only five de-
signs but many more designs with other N and TOT
values can be easily constructed. For all designs from
Table 2, average reflectance in the 400–900 nm spec-
tral region exceeds 99.99%. Minimum reflectance
values in this region are presented in the first row

of Table 2. They are 99.80% and higher. Additional
constraints applied in the course of design formula
optimization are indicated in Table 2. For example,
the notation � a1 in the b1 row of this table means
that in Eq. (7) b1 was taken equal to a1.

The left part of Fig. 13 presents reflectance of the
design with parameters indicated in the fourth col-
umn of Table 2. Layer optical thicknesses of this de-
sign are shown in the right part of Fig. 13. All other
designs also have excellent spectral properties.

4. Design Approaches Aimed at Reducing the
Influence of Noncorrelated Thickness Errors

It has been an old dream to include at least some ad-
ditional demands for choosing a practically optimal
design in formulations of design problems [58]. It
would be especially desirable to do this with respect
to the demand of low sensitivity of coating design to
manufacturing errors. In the case of optical monitor-
ing techniques, manufacturing errors are correlated
by a monitoring procedure, and it is impossible to de-
scribe these errors mathematically prior to starting
real deposition runs or computational manufactur-
ing experiments simulating these runs. But in
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Fig. 12. (Color online) Spectral transmittance of the 68-layer
two-material filter obtained by the design formula optimization
(left) and layer optical thicknesses of this filter (right).

Table 2. Parameters of Five Wide Band Reflector Designs

Parameters\Design 1 2 3 4 5

Rmin, % 99.80 99.81 99.94 99.92 99.87
N 73 83 85 83 82
TOT, nm 11285.6 13045.3 13056.3 12732.0 12661.8
m1 11 14 13 12 10
m2 8 11 12 13 14
m3 14 13 14 13 14
a1 0.888 0.906 1.657 0.897 0.894
a2 1.202 1.208 1.196 1.180 1.179
a3 1.512 1.604 0.904 1.581 1.573
b1 0.908 � a1 1.482 � a1 � a1

b2 1.168 � a2 1.181 � a2 � a2

b3 1.578 � a3 � a3 � a3 � a3

c1 1.035 1.070 1.782 0.552 0.966
c2 1.146 1.489 1.198 2.0 0.932
c3 0.991 � a2 1.263 1.509 1.494
c4 2.0 1.982 1.961 0.100 � 0
d1 0.938 1.752 1.681 0.843 0.847
d2 1.308 1.282 1.007 1.964 0.515
d3 0.899 1.918 � a3 � a3 � a3
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Fig. 13. (Color online) Reflectance of the wide band high reflect-
ing mirror obtained by the design formula optimization (left) and
layer optical thicknesses of this mirror (right).
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the case of stable deposition processes and well-
calibrated monitoring by time or quartz crystal mon-
itoring, one can consider thickness errors in different
layers as noncorrelated random errors. It is typical to
assume that these errors are normally distributed
with zero mathematical expectations. With these
assumptions several design approaches aimed at
reducing the influence of noncorrelated thickness
errors have been proposed [59–63].

In [59] a modification of genetic algorithm called
memetic algorithm was applied to designing of
chirped-mirrors. To reduce a design sensitivity to
thickness errors, a stochastic quasi-gradient local re-
finement taking into account these errors was
included in the design procedure. An entirely deter-
ministic design approach taking into account thick-
ness errors was proposed in [60,61]. This approach
is based on minimizing of the merit function maxi-
mum found in the design neighborhood specified
by thickness errors. It can be considered as a general-
ization of local descent optimization procedure. As
any local optimization technique it requires specifi-
cation of a starting design. In [61] one can find an
example of application of the proposed technique to
the design of 21-layer AR coating for the visible.

A global optimization procedure that doesn’t re-
quire any starting design and that takes into account
a demand of reduced sensitivity to thickness errors is
described in [62,63]. It is based on a simultaneous
optimization of multiple designs from a neighbor-
hood of a main pivotal design. A set of these designs
called design cloud is constructed by introducing ran-
dom errors in layer thicknesses of a pivotal design.
A generalization of the gradual evolution version of
the needle optimization technique is applied to the
minimization of composite merit function that simul-
taneously estimates spectral characteristics of a
pivotal design and all perturbed designs from a
design cloud. In the course of design procedure the
design cloud is renewed from time to time by gener-
ating new sets of thickness errors. This is done for
preventing an adaptation of the design procedure
to specific sets of errors.

The described procedure referred to as robust op-
timization has been successfully applied to designing
of coatings of different types, including various types
of dispersive mirrors [63,64]. Below we present an
example of practical AR coating obtained with the
help of this procedure. The AR coating is designed
to reduce reflectance in the spectral region from
380 to 720 nm. The target zero reflectance values are
specified in this region with the 2 nm wavelength
step. The merit function MF estimates a root mean
square deviation of design reflectance from the tar-
get reflectance in percentage. Substrate and layer
refractive indices are 1.52, 2.35, 1.45 as before.
Figure 14 presents refractive index profiles of four
AR designs with the names AR-6, AR-10, AR-14,
and AR-robust. The first three designs are “classical”
AR designs [24] obtained by the standard version of
the gradual evolution technique. The AR-robust

design is a “practical” AR design obtained using the
robust optimization. Main parameters of all four de-
signs are provided in Table 3.

It is seen in Fig. 14 that the AR-robust design is
noticeably different from other designs featuring
typical cluster structures of optimal AR designs
[24,65]. It is interesting to note that its structure re-
sembles structures of AR-hard designs proposed in
[26–28]. To obtain the AR-robust design, the follow-
ing parameters were used by the robust optimization
procedure. It was assumed that errors in layer thick-
nesses can be represented as a sum of two types of
randomly distributed values, the first ones being ab-
solute errors in layer thicknesses and the second
ones being relative errors in layer thicknesses.
Therefore layer thicknesses of a perturbed design
have the form

~dj � dj �Δj � �δj∕100%�dj; (8)

where Δj and δj are normally distributed random va-
lues with zero mathematical expectations and stan-
dard deviations σabs and σrel. In the following text
these standard deviations are called levels of abso-
lute and relative errors in layer thicknesses. It worth
noting that for the production with quartz crystal
monitoring such form of thickness errors representa-
tion was used and experimentally investigated
in [34].

The AR-robust design was obtained with the as-
sumption that σabs equals 1 nm and σrel equals 1%.
These values are close to those experimentally found
in [34]. The number of designs in a cloud was taken

Table 3. Parameters of Four AR Designs

Parameters\Design AR-6 AR-10 AR-14 AR-Robust

N 6 10 14 9
TOT, nm 463.8 943.1 1380.0 1102.1
MF 0.263 0.135 0.129 0.169
E(MF) 0.343 0.295 0.372 0.277
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Fig. 14. Refractive index profiles of four AR coating designs:
designs AR-6, AR-10, AR-14 are “classical” AR designs, design
AR-robust is the design obtained using robust optimization.
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equal to 20. The design procedure was started
without any starting design and was interrupted
when total optical thicknesses of designs exceeded
2000 nm.

The design procedure is a nonmonotonic optimiza-
tion procedure due to its stochastic features (renewal
of a design cloud) and also because of some basic fea-
tures of the gradual evolution version of the needle
optimization technique [21]. With the growing total
optical thickness of a design and with the growing
number of design layers, the influence of thickness
errors on the composite merit function grows, and
its value typically stops decreasing when some
TOT and N values are achieved. This is a reflection
of the trade-off between design complexity and addi-
tional demand of low sensitivity to thickness errors.
For the considered design problem the best value of
composite merit function is achieved with TOT �
1102.1 nm and N � 9. The achieved value of compo-
site merit function is 0.279. It is necessary to note
that one should treat this value as some estimation
because it may change noticeably when a design
cloud is renewed. A more accurate estimation of the
AR-robust design sensitivity to noncorrelated thick-
ness errors is provided below.

In Table 3 values of the standard merit function of
all four AR designs are presented. Recall that these
values represent root mean square deviations of de-
sign reflectances from the target reflectance in per-
centage. The MF value of the AR-robust design is
better than that of the AR-6 design but is worse than
MF values of the AR-10 and AR-14 designs. It is,
however, necessary to compare the AR-robust design
with the classical AR designs, taking into account
their sensitivities to thickness errors. It is most
reasonable to do this for the AR-robust and AR-10
designs that have close N and TOT values. For this
comparison we take the same levels of absolute and
relative errors in layer thicknesses as in the course of
robust optimization, i.e., σabs is equal to 1 nm and σrel
is equal to 1%.

It has been recently shown that reliable estima-
tions of a design sensitivity to random errors may re-
quire thousands of statistical tests [35]. We have
performed the error analysis with 10,000 tests for
all AR designs. Figure 15 presents results of this ana-
lysis for the AR-robust (left) and AR-10 (right) de-
signs. Solid curves in this figure show reflectances
of the nonperturbed designs, dashed curves are
mathematical expectations of design reflectances
calculated based on the performed statistical tests,
and gray areas designate corridors of deviations in
which reflectance values of the perturbed designs be-
long with the probability of 68.3%. Figure 15 clearly
demonstrates that the AR-robust design is less sen-
sitive to thickness errors than the AR-10 design.

The last row in Table 3 presents mathematical ex-
pectations for merit function values of the perturbed
AR designs. These expectations designated as E(MF)
are also calculated on the basis of 10000 tests for
each design. One can see that the E(MF) value for

the AR-robust design is noticeably lower than the
E(MF) value for the AR-10 design. Thus all presented
results clearly demonstrate superiority of the AR-
robust design over AR-10 design in the presence of
thickness errors.

5. Conclusion

A new paradigm in optical coating designing pro-
poses searching not for a formally optimal design
with the lowest possible merit function value but
for the most practical design that has a reasonably
low MF value and at the same time satisfies a num-
ber of additional demands facilitating its practical
implementation. The gradual evolution version of
the needle optimization technique enables construct-
ing a set of designs with various combinations of the
three main design parameters MF, N, and TOT.
Having at their disposal such a set of designs with
decreasing MF values and increasing N and TOT
values helps the designers to find a reasonable cor-
relation between an accuracy of approximation of
target spectral dependencies and design complexity.
Because of this fact and also because of its outstand-
ing computational efficiency, the gradual evolution
version of the needle optimization technique can be
considered as the most general design technique.
There are however additional parameters that may
influence a choice of the most practical design, and
other techniques may be well-suited for solving spe-
cific design problems.

In this paper we discussed several developments
in design techniques that we consider as important
ones in a view of the new design paradigm. In differ-
ent application areas there are design problems with
low and upper constraints for allowed values of coat-
ing layer thicknesses. For such problems a special
stochastic optimization procedure that directly takes
into account thickness constraints can be applied.
Because of effective optimization routines this proce-
dure is able to perform thousands of optimizations
and to select excellent designs with several dozens
of layers in a quite reasonable time. Along with
taking into account thickness constraints, there is
one more reason for application of the proposed
stochastic procedure. It turns out that many design
problems have multiple solutions with close combi-
nations of the three main design parameters MF,
N, and TOT. The proposed procedure is aimed at
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obtaining such solutions which presents additional
opportunities for choosing of a practically optimal
design.

Taking into account additional practical demands
may require application of special design techniques
involving integer optimization. In this paper we con-
sidered two types of such techniques. The first one is
aimed at designing multicavity narrow bandpass fil-
ters with quarter wave or multiple quarter wave
layer optical thicknesses. It is a modification of our
technique that was initially applied for designing
of filters for WDM applications. The proposed mod-
ification allows using three quarter wave mirror
layers, additional materials for mirror layers, compo-
site spacer layers or spacer layers of additional
materials. It dramatically extends designers’ oppor-
tunities in constructing bandpass filters with extre-
mely steep transmittance slopes, bandwidths of
several tens of nanometers, and very small ripples in
transmission zones. The second technique involving
integer optimization is aimed at covering design pro-
blems that have been traditionally solved using the
theory of equivalent layers. An outstanding power of
modern computers and modern optimization rou-
tines enable direct optimizations of design formula
representations. We considered two examples of
direct optimizations of design formulas that demon-
strate a practical significance of this technique.

One more technique considered in this paper is
aimed at reducing the influence of noncorrelated
thickness errors on design spectral characteristics.
It is based on a simultaneous optimization of multi-
ple designs that are obtained from a main pivotal de-
sign by introducing random errors in its layer
thicknesses. A generalization of the gradual evolu-
tion version of the needle optimization technique is
applied to the minimization of composite merit func-
tion that simultaneously estimates spectral charac-
teristics of a pivotal design and of all perturbed
designs. This generalized procedure constructs a
set of robust designs that differ from classical designs
obtained by the gradual evolution procedure by re-
duced sensitivity to thickness errors.
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